Introduction
Three-dimensional gravity [1, 2, 3] is a promising candidate for a potentially soluble [4, 5] gravitational theory with non-trivial structure. In this respect, the most interesting case is that of negative cosmological constant, where the AdS/CFT correspondence maps the problem of solving the theory to the more concrete one of identifying the dual CFT, and where the theory admits, in addition to the standard conical solutions [6, 7] , the BTZ black hole solutions [8, 9] . The latter share many properties with their four-dimensional counterparts and, in particular, have a nonzero entropy which should be accounted for by the microstates of any candidate dual CFT. These considerations led Witten [10] to re-examine the theory and to propose a duality with a certain class of self-dual CFTs.
Below, we outline the salient points of the proposal.
An important property of three-dimensional gravity is that it admits a description in terms of a Chern-Simons theory [11] . For AdS 3 gravity with cosmological constant Λ = −1/ℓ 2 , plus a possible gravitational Chern-Simons term, the corresponding action,
can be recast [5] into the following combination of Chern-Simons actions
Here, A Regarding the quantum theory, the Chern-Simons formulation has the conceptual advantages that it makes finiteness of three-dimensional gravity manifest and provides a good starting point for formulating perturbation theory. However, turning to nonperturbative aspects, there are a few problems, the most important of which being that the ChernSimons theory appears to have too few degrees of freedom to account for the degeneracy of BTZ black holes (unless one associates them with boundary excitations [13] ). As the above make clear that this formulation must be used with caution, the approach advocated by Witten in [10] was to use the Chern-Simons description only as a guide for obtaining the relevant values of the central charges of the boundary CFT, and then to try determining the latter by imposing modular invariance and the existence of a mass gap.
The relevant values of c L,R are obtained from the quantization conditions on the Chern-Simons couplings k L,R . To find these conditions, it must be specified whether the gauge group is precisely SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) or a cover thereof. Specifically, for an n-fold diagonal cover of SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1), the quantization conditions are given by [10] 
where the relaxed condition k ′ ∈ 1 3 Z arises when ω is treated like a connection on the tangent bundle rather than like an ordinary gauge field. In the simplest SO(2, 1)×SO (2, 1) case, k L,R are integers and c L,R = 24k L,R are multiples of 24; for pure gravity this means that k = ℓ/16G is an integer. We stress that there is no a priori reason for picking a particular value of n; the only restriction is that we cannot take n → ∞, as this would allow us to continuously vary c = 3ℓ/2G in contradiction with Zamolodchikov's c-theorem.
The cases c = 24k, k ∈ Z, are rather special in that they are the only ones that allow for the possibility of holomorphic factorization. In the self-dual case, where the space of states of the theory consists only of the vacuum representation, holomorphic factorization implies that the partition function factorizes as 4) with Z c (τ ) andZ c (τ ) being separately modular invariant. Although there exists no compelling argument for considering only the cases c = 24k, the decomposition (1.2) of the action as a sum of two terms is suggestive of a factorization of the form (1.4), and the absence of CFTs with the required properties at lower central charges points towards the value c = 24 above which there is a proliferation of holomorphic CFTs. Be that as it may, the assumption of holomorphic factorization tremendously simplifies things, as one may uniquely determine the partition functions of the sought CFTs by imposing modular invariance and requiring that the primaries associated with black-hole states enter at the highest possible level. For c = 24 and c = 48, the (holomorphic) partition functions read
and
where j(τ ) is the modular j-function and q = e 2πiτ . The partition function in (1.5) defines a very special theory among the 71 holomorphic CFTs believed to exist at c = 24 [14] . It was first constructed by Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [15] (see also [16] that three-dimensional quantum gravity with ℓ/16G = k ∈ Z is dual to the c = 24k series of extremal CFTs. In particular, for the most negative possible value of the cosmological constant, the dual CFT has been conjectured to be the c = 24 monster theory.
Genus one extremal partition functions for c = 8m
The main purpose of this paper is to note that the arguments mentioned above may apply, with minor modifications, to the case where the central charge is a multiple of 8, c = 8m with m ∈ Z. In the Chern-Simons formulation this corresponds to taking a threefold diagonal cover of SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) as the gauge group. Note that the resulting values of the Chern-Simons couplings, k L,R ∈ 1 3 Z, fit nicely with the last quantization condition in (1.3). In the cases c = 8m, holomorphic factorization is no longer possible in the strict sense, but one can still have holomorphic factorization up to a phase. This, along with the requirement that the primaries associated with black holes appear at the right level, uniquely specifies the partition function for each value of m. In what follows, we describe the construction of these partition functions, and we state exact and approximate formulas for the corresponding degeneracies of states.
Partition functions
The starting point of our construction is the well-known fact that, for a CFT of central charge c = 8m, there exists the possibility that the partition function factorizes as in (1.4), but with the holomorphic part picking up a phase under T : τ → τ + 1,
and with the antiholomorphic part picking up the opposite phase so that the full partition function is modular invariant (see e.g. [14, 17] ). Assuming that this is the case and furthermore assuming as in [10] that the theory is self-dual, the construction proceeds as follows. In the absence of primary fields, the partition function of such a theory would be just the vacuum Virasoro character,
where P (n) denotes the number of partitions of n. This partition function clearly cannot account for the degeneracy of the BTZ black holes and, in addition, transforms non-trivially under S : τ → −1/τ . To remedy these problems we would like to add primaries, to be identified with operators creating BTZ black holes, in such a way that modular invariance up to a phase is restored. To figure out the conformal weight of such states, we note that, choosing the additive constant in L 0 so that its eigenvalue is h − c 24 where h is the conformal weight, L 0 is related to the mass and angular momentum of a BTZ black hole according to
and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy reads [18] 
On the other hand, according to a result of Höhn [19] , the dimension of the lowest primary in a self-dual CFT has an upper limit given by h h m . Therefore, our requirements can be satisfied only if h = h m , that is, if the full partition function has the form
Such partition functions are called extremal and have the remarkable property that they are uniquely determined once one imposes modular invariance up to a phase. Namely, the requirement (2.1) fixes a self-dual partition function with c = 8m to be a weighted polynomial of weight m/3 generated by j 1/3 (τ ), with the general form [19] 
The coefficients a r are then determined by matching the terms of order q r−m/3 , r = 0, . . . , [m/3], with those in (2.6) as in [10] (see also [20] ). The results of this analysis are given below.
For c = 8, 16, we have h m = 1 meaning that the extra states enter at level one above the vacuum. Therefore there exists no mass gap and the extra states must correspond to massless fields arising as a result of a gauge symmetry. In fact, as the self-dual partition functions for c = 8 and c = 16 are well-known and believed to be unique, the result can be immediately anticipated. Indeed, applying the matching procedure we find we may in principle specify the partition function for any value of m. Explicit formulas up to c = 88 (omitting the cases c = 48, 72 already considered in [10] ) are given below.
+ 16987600857280 q 8/3 + 2998621352249926 q 11/3 . . . ,
+ 769385603725340 q 10/3 + 1062805058989221728 q 13/3 + . . . ,
+ 4712143513485758 q 7/3 + 4723281033156413468 q 10/3 + . . . .
(2.12)
These partition functions have not been, to our knowledge, previously identified in the literature. It would be interesting to examine whether corresponding CFTs actually exist.
Microstate counting
In what follows, we will verify that the partition functions constructed above can account for the degeneracy of the BTZ black hole states. According to Witten's interpretation, the new states appearing at each level are divided into primary states, corresponding to black holes, and Virasoro descendants of lower-lying primary states, corresponding to lower-mass black holes dressed with boundary excitations. Therefore, the number of microstates associated with black holes of a given mass is given by the number of primaries at the corresponding level. The total number of states D(m, L 0 ) at a given eigenvalue
is read off from the relation . In any case, the entropy computed by means of (2.14) turns out to be quite close to the semiclassical entropy (2.4), as explicitly shown on Table 1 where Kl(a, b ; k) is the Kloosterman sum 
where we note that the n = 1 term vanishes since P (1) = P (0). In this expression, the only factor that depends on the details of the theory is P (n) − P (n − 1).
Eq. (2.17) is an exact result, which can be used to derive various approximate expressions, appropriate for limiting cases. A first simplification is to use Weil's estimate
which turns out to be in excellent agreement with the actual number of microstates. The semiclassical results usually quoted in the literature are obtained by taking the large-m and large-L 0 limit, using the asymptotics I 1 (z) ≃ e z / √ 2πz, and keeping only the n = 0 and k = 1 terms in the two summations. Doing so, all information about the details of the theory (apart from the ground-state degeneracy) disappears, and one obtains the 19) which is valid for any CFT of central charge c = 8m and leads to the entropy 20) which is the Bekenstein-Hawking result plus the logarithmic corrections [24, 25] . Therefore, in the semiclassical limit one recovers the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, as guaranteed by Cardy's formula [26] , while the qualitative agreement for smaller values of m and L 0 , as those shown on Table 1 , is due to the convergence properties of the sums in (2.18).
On the other hand, the exact formula (2.17) (or its approximation (2.18)) allows for a controlled expansion that makes it possible to determine the various corrections to the semiclassical results. In particular we note that the partition numbers P (n), being the coefficients of q n−1/24 in η −1 (q), admit themselves the Petersson-Rademacher expansion
Substituting (2.21) (or a suitable approximation thereof) in (2.18), and expanding around the semiclassical limit (m, L 0 → ∞, L 0 /m fixed), one may in principle calculate all leading and subleading corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking formula in a systematic manner. It has been reported in [10] that a study of these corrections is in progress.
Genus two extremal partition functions for c = 8m
The above construction of extremal partition functions can be extended to the genus two case. In this case, the modular group is P Sp(4, Z) and the partition function is expressed as a combination of Siegel modular forms (see e.g. [27, 28] ) with the appropriate transformation properties. To determine the various coefficients, there are two alternative methods. The first method [29] is to consider the limit in which the genus two surface degenerates to two tori joined at a point 2 and to require that the partition function factorize into a sum of products involving two torus one-point functions and a certain power of the pinching parameter; this method is quite straightforward but for large c it requires detailed information about the behavior of Siegel forms under degeneration, which might be hard to obtain. The second method, suggested in [10] and used in [30] for calculating the genus two partition functions for c = 24, 48, 72, is to determine the partition function from the singularities of a six-point function of twist fields, possibly using some restricted information from the factorization condition; this method seems to be more involved than the first, but is actually easier to apply for large values of c. In what follows, we will use the first method to compute the genus two partition functions for the extremal CFTs with c = 8m up to c = 40.
Before we do so, let us summarize the relevant formalism. In the genus two case, the moduli space is the quotient of the Siegel upper half space by the modular group P Sp(4, Z), and is parameterized by the period matrix Ω which transforms according to Ω → (AΩ + B)(CΩ + D) −1 . A Siegel modular form F w of weight w is defined as a holomorphic function of Ω that transforms as follows
Any such form admits a Laurent expansion in the parameters q = e 2πiΩ 11 , r = e 2πiΩ 12
and s = e 2πiΩ 22 or, equivalently, in q, s and u = r + r −1 − 2. The ring of Siegel modular forms is generated [31] by four forms of weight 4, 6, 10 and 12, namely the two Eisenstein series ψ 4 and ψ 6 and the two cusp forms χ 10 and χ 12 . The former two admit the following expansions
2 Alternatively, one can consider the degeneration to a single torus with two points joined.
Consistency requires that the two approaches be equivalent.
where E 4 (q) = 1 + 240 q + O(q 2 ) and E 6 (q) = 1 − 504 q + O(q 2 ) are the standard Eisenstein series, while the latter two can be expanded in a similar manner with the leading terms given in terms of the modular discriminant ∆(q) by u∆(q)∆(s) and 96∆(q)∆(s), respectively. To discuss the degeneration limit, we will use the formalism of [29, 32] . The genus two surface can be constructed according to a "sewing" procedure [33] , where two tori with modular parameters q 1,2 = e 2πiτ 1,2 are joined by excising a disc of radius |ǫ| from each torus (ǫ being is a complex "pinching" parameter) and making an appropriate identification of two annular regions around the excised discs. The degeneration limit corresponds to ǫ → 0, and the relations between the parameters q, r, u and q 1 , q 2 , ǫ are as follows
where
. The behavior of the Siegel modular forms under degeneration is determined by substituting Eq. (3.3) into the corresponding expansions. Doing so for ψ 4, 6 and applying the Ramanujan identities, we find
, while E 4,i ≡ E 4 (q i ) and so on. Expanding the ǫ 2 term up to order q 2 i , we obtain
Likewise, for χ 10,12 we may use the formulas of [29, 32] 3 to find
3 The weight-12 form F 12 appearing in [29] is given by F 12 = where again ∆ i ≡ ∆(q i ).
Returning to the problem at hand, the general form of the genus two partition functions for the extremal CFTs under consideration is dictated by P Sp(4, Z) modular invariance. Namely, the genus two partition function Z 
8m (Ω) under S 1,2 : τ 1,2 → −1/τ 1,2 , ǫ → −ǫ/τ 1,2 [29] . These conditions lead us to expect that this function has the form
where Ψ 4m−10r (Ω) is an entire P Sp(4, Z) modular form of the indicated weight, constructed out of ψ 4 , ψ 6 and χ 12 . At the degeneration limit, this must factorize as follows 8) where the sums run over all levels h and over all operators at each corresponding subspace H h of the Hilbert space, Z
8m (φ i , τ ) denotes the torus one-point function of the operator φ i (normalized so that Z the Virasoro descendants which are easy to obtain using Ward identities or, equivalently, the more formal methods of [34] .
For m = 1, 2, 3 we can only have r = 0, and the partition function is completely determined by matching the O(ǫ −2m/3 ) terms. Doing so, we easily find
16 (Ω) = 16 χ −2/3 10
24 (Ω) = χ 9) with the expression in the last line being the same as that in [29, 30] . As a consistency check, one may compute the O(ǫ 2−2m/3 ) terms in (3.7) and (3.8) and verify that they match as well. 
we can express the result as follows 
32 (τ ) [35] while the Zamolodchikov metric is G φφ = c 2 = 4m = 16. Hence, the relevant terms in (3.8) read
Inserting the explicit expression (2.10) for Z
32 (τ ) and expanding the second term in the q i , we obtain
(3.14)
In order for the O(ǫ −8/3 ) terms in (3.12) and (3.14) to match for all values of q 1 and q 2 , the coefficients of the various powers of j 1 and j 2 in the two expressions should be equal. To summarize this section, we have applied the method of sewing tori to compute the genus two partition functions of the extremal CFTs up to c = 40, providing thus a non-trivial consistency check of these theories. It would be interesting to verify the above expressions by considering the alternative degeneration limit to a single torus with the aid of the formulas in [32] . It is also important to try to construct genus two partition functions for larger values of c, where it is not known whether extremal CFTs actually exist.
This fixes the coefficients

Discussion
In this paper, we contemplated the possibility that the conjectured duality of [10] between three-dimensional AdS gravity and extremal holomorphic CFTs at central charges that are multiples of 24 may actually apply to the more general case of central charges that are multiples of 8. Although for these cases holomorphic factorization is not possible, one can impose holomorphic factorization up to a phase and follow the reasoning of [10] to uniquely determine the partition functions of the CFTs with the required properties. Here, we explicitly computed the genus one partition functions of these theories up to c = 88, we gave general expressions for determining the degeneracies of states, and we also calculated the genus two partition functions of the theories up to c = 40.
Certainly, there is a number of open issues with the CFTs under consideration and with their conjectured relation to three-dimensional gravity. Regarding the CFTs, the fact that the existence and uniqueness of of the c 48 theories has not been established requires performing further consistency checks that go beyond modular invariance; in fact, there are indications [36] that the theories with c = 24k and k 42 may be inconsistent.
Regarding the proposed duality, we are lacking a solid argument in favor of holomorphic factorization and a rationale for including the resulting non-geometric configurations (e.g. a black hole in the holomorphic sector and AdS space in the antiholomorphic sector [10] )
in the gravity path integral. Moreover, as the agreement with the semiclassical entropy is by no means compelling evidence for the duality, additional arguments in support of it are needed. We hope that further developments will shed light on these issues.
